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February 18, 2019 

Senate Committee on Environment & Natural Resources 
Oregon State Legislature  
900 Court Street NE 
Salem, OR 97301 

Re: Senate Bill 254 and 432 

Chair Dembrow and Members of the Committee,  
 
Oregon has over a thousand miles of levees across the state. From Burns to 
Scappoose, Portland to Pendleton, Springfield to Klamath Falls, Tillamook to 
Vail and Turner to Cheshire, communities are struggling to maintain these 
old systems, let alone do the work required to comply with changing federal 
safety standards for levees.  

Following Hurricane Katrina in 2005 and Superstorm Sandy in 2012, the 
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and the US Army Corps of 
Engineers (USACE) overhauled their levee safety standards, significantly 
increasing the requirements for local levee sponsors. For local mapholders 
(the Cities) and property owners in a historic floodplain to be eligible for the 
National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP), which provides property owners 
behind a levee with access to affordable flood insurance, local levees must 
maintain certification and accreditation through FEMA. As long as the levee 
system is accredited, FEMA does not classify the historic floodplain behind 
the levee as a Special Flood Hazard Area, which means existing and new 
development is not required to build to floodplain standards. The new 
FEMA and USACE standards have made it more expensive and time-
intensive to achieve and maintain accreditation and local access to NFIP. In 
the Portland area, it cost over $5 million to do the technical evaluation 
needed to identify the deficiencies within our 27-mile levee system along 
the Columbia River. We estimate it will cost about $50 million to do the bare 
minimum to meet FEMA standards, and it would cost at least $115 million to 
fully modernize the system. In Warrenton, the city expects it to cost over $4 
million to do the technical investigation required by FEMA and the full price 
tag to be approximately $16 million to make the necessary improvements to 
their local levees.  

In 2015, the state legislature created a levee-related loan fund under the 
Special Public Works Fund (SPWF) of Business Oregon’s Infrastructure 
Finance Authority (IFA) to help local jurisdictions address levee related 
challenges associated with FEMA accreditation. Although the loan fund has 
proved immensely helpful to the jurisdictions that are able to finance a loan, 
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many have not been able to take advantage of the funding because they cannot afford to pay back a loan over 
time, even at the IFA’s modest interest rates. As a result, these jurisdictions have not been able to make use of 
the fund, which means their levee projects remain incomplete, putting residents and businesses in these 
communities at greater risk.  
 
Communities across Oregon need access to more grant funding to be able to improve their levees to meet new 
federal standards. Senate Bill 254 will allow the IFA to administer more grants through the levee subaccount by 
outlining the ways in which the subaccount can be administered differently than the SPWF. It does not, 
however, change the SPWF requirement that at least 60% of the funds appropriated must be used to provide 
assistance to rural or distressed areas. 
 
Directing the IFA to provide more grants from the levee subaccount to support communities that are otherwise 
unable to complete levee projects is a basic step to take to support the local jurisdictions struggling with aging 
flood safety infrastructure.  

But just remember, if you build it, they will come with hopes of funding, which means there will need to be 
some funds available in the account for the next biennium. It’s our understanding the majority of the funding 
appropriated for the 2017-2019 biennium has been used. Please support Senate Bill 432 to allocate $10 million 
in lottery funds to the levee subaccount for the 2019-2021 biennium.  

With additional grants available, and funding in the subaccount, more communities will be able to get to work 
planning and constructing important levee projects to maintain or achieve FEMA certification and accreditation, 
thus giving local property owners access to NFIP and protecting local property values.   

Thank you for past and previous support of the levee subaccount of the Special Public Works Fund. It’s a much-
needed resource for our critical flood safety infrastructure. 

Sincerely,  
 
Levee Ready Columbia Partners 
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